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This Copyright Licence Agreement sets out the terms under which you, the author (or joint author), agree to permit the Journal of the Australasian Tax Teachers Association (JATTA) to publish your manuscript and to permit third parties to do so.

2. Your copyright

You retain copyright in your manuscript. You grant JATTA a licence to publish your manuscript and to permit third parties to do so on the terms stated below.

3. Authorship

You warrant that:

a. The manuscript is an original work created solely by you and that no part of the manuscript violates any copyright;

b. If you refer to material not created solely by you, such material is properly attributed to its respective author(s);

c. No part of the manuscript has already been published elsewhere;

d. No part of the manuscript has been submitted for publication elsewhere, or will be submitted for publication elsewhere, until the Editor(s) confirm in writing that JATTA does not intend to publish the manuscript;

e. The manuscript is not defamatory; and

f. The manuscript does not infringe any other rights of any third party.

You agree to indemnify JATTA and its Editor(s) for any loss or damage arising from the breach of any of these warranties or for any other liability which may arise in connection with the publication of your manuscript.

4. Reproduction

Publication in JATTA is primarily in electronic form (on the Internet and in downloadable PDF format). However, JATTA may publish your manuscript in print or other format. You license JATTA (without charge) to publish your manuscript in any format and allow third parties to do so on such terms as the Editor(s) think fit.
5. **Subsequent publication of manuscript by you**

Although copyright in the manuscript remains with the author, you undertake to obtain permission from the Editor(s) in advance of publishing the manuscript elsewhere. Permission for subsequent publication of the manuscript by you is usually granted, subject to identification of prior publication in JATTA including full citation information.

You are free to make copies of the published version of your manuscript as long as you distribute such copies at or below cost.
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You agree that the decision of the Editor(s) on whether to publish your manuscript in JATTA shall be final. Your manuscript will be double blind peer reviewed. Publication in JATTA will only take place after a positive peer review, subject to the final discretion of the Editor(s).

The Editor(s) will edit your manuscript to correct any spelling or syntax errors, to put footnotes into house style and, on occasions, to enhance expressions or to clarify meaning. You authorise the Editor(s) to make such changes without seeking your prior approval. The Editor(s) will usually consult the author(s) before making any major changes.
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